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The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

COMODObackdown motorized 
Code PR06675VB

Cycles:30.0008kg+/- 1kg WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Sofas
Different sizes available

Size

Standard sizes (mm)

540

650

730

800

880

Maximum capacity

MAX
160kg

360Ibs

Positions:

Closed Full relax

W
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Benefit: Comodo baCkdown mechanism is ideal to realize 
sofas with a chaise longue. It’s light and fits in the framework and 
forming an integral part of it. The structure of the mechanism is simple 
to assemble and versatile, fitting both for upholstered furniture with 
futuristic design both sofa with minimal shapes. Equipped with a sliding 
mechanism, the transition from the “Chaise” to the“Bed”position is 

reached by simply moving forward the seat, the backrest and the headrest. A 
perfectly modular product which allows you to compose the sofa according to 
your needs. This last feature can characterize also the finished sofa, allowing 
you to optimize storage and shipping costs by dividing the elements of the 
sofa into multiple pieces that are easily assembled later.
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Positions:

Closed Bed

The producer reserves the right to modify, at any moment and without notice, the technical specification of its products

COMODObackdown reinforced motorized 
Code PR07170-XXXX

Size

Standard sized (mm)

1200
Cycles:30.000 WarrantyMotorized 0-Wall Armchair Sofas Maximum capacity17kg+/- 1kg

W
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Optional

MAX
230kg
510Ibs

Low Foot (Padded closed base)
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Benefit: The Comodo backdown reinforced mechanism is 
ideal to realize sofas with a chaise longue. It’s light and fits in 
the framework and forming an integral part of it. The structure 
of the mechanism is simple to assemble and versatile, fittin 
both for upholstered furniture with futuristic design both sofa 
with minimal shapes. Equipped with a sliding mechanism, the 
transition from the“Chaise”to the “Bed” position is reached 

by simply moving forward the seat, the backrest and the headrest. 
A perfectly modular product which allows you to compose the sofa 
according to your needs. This last feature can characterize also the 
finished sofa, allowing you to optimize storage and shipping costs 
by dividing the elements of the sofa into multiple pieces that are 
easily assembled later. COMODO backdown reinforced has been 
designed to create padded CLOSED BASE (low foot).
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